Trails of Kilovolt Ions Created by Subsurface Channeling
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Using scanning tunneling microscopy, we observe the damage trails produced by keV noble-gas ions incident at glancing angles onto Pt(111). Surface vacancies and adatoms aligned along the ion trajectory constitute the ion trails. Atomic simulations reveal that these straight trails are produced by nuclear (elastic) collisions with surface layer atoms during subsurface channeling of the projectiles. In a small energy window around 5 keV, Xe+ ions create vacancy grooves that mark the ion trajectory with atomic precision. The asymmetry of the adatom production on the two sides of the projectile path is traced back to the asymmetry of the ion’s subsurface channel.


The interaction of keV ion beams with surfaces has encountered renewed interest recently due to their ability to create regular dot and ripple patterns on the nanoscale [1–3]. These regular patterns have a significant potential for applications ranging from the modification of wetting and optical reflectivity, via patterned adsorption to data storage [4]. Evidently, the understanding of pattern formation requires a detailed, atomistic knowledge of single ion–surface interaction, and, in particular, of damage formation and healing.

Upon grazing incidence, highly regular ripple patterns with ridges aligned with the ion beam direction evolve on metals [5,6], oxides [7], and alkali halides [8]. It was soon realized that for the formation and regularity of these patterns subsurface channeling should be of decisive importance [6,8]. In subsurface channeling the ion enters the crystal under a small angle with respect to a low index surface (and often a low index direction)—typically at an ascending step—and then moves immediately below the surface layer [9,10]. Like in bulk channeling [11–13], the ion is then steered by atomic rows (or planes) along its path, thereby preventing close encounters with atoms. The ion energy loss per unit length is greatly diminished and its range extended.

Here we show experiments that visualize for the first time the trajectory of an ion performing subsurface channeling. The channeling particle leaves behind a trail of adatoms and surface vacancies which mark the ion trajectory with atomic precision. Guided by the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations accompanying our experiments we are even able to create a new type of nanostructure on Pt(111) for Xe+ ions of appropriate energy: one- or two-atom-wide continuous rows of vacancies, >50 nm long and aligned along a high symmetry direction.

The ion trails of keV ions formed by nuclear (elastic) energy loss are reminiscent of the ion tracks of swift heavy MeV ions which result from electronic (inelastic) energy loss [14]. However, instead of keV/Å for swift heavy ions, only eV/Å are dissipated in the target by the channeling keV ions. It has to be noted that previously surface images of the impact points of ions with keV kinetic or potential energy were obtained [15–17], but not of extended ion trajectories.

Details of the interaction of grazing incidence ions with surfaces such as the asymmetry of damage production, the dependence of the ion trails on ion species, energy and angle of incidence, the phenomena of cross channeling, and the onset of subsurface channeling are now accessible through direct experiments and can be analyzed with the help of MD simulations as discussed here. We believe that our findings are thus not only of fundamental interest but also constitute a significant step towards a quantitative understanding of pattern formation under grazing incidence ion bombardment.

A clean Pt(111) surface was prepared according to standard procedures [6] in a variable temperature STM system with base pressure <5 × 10−11 mbar. At a grazing angle θ with respect to the surface normal ions are reflected off the perfect surface (surface channelled) and leave no or only negligible damage behind [6]. Therefore, we created large hexagonal vacancy islands bounded by monatomic steps prior to the single impact experiments [15]. The temperature T for the subsequent single impact experiments (fluence 1.5 × 1016 ions/m², θ = 86° or 78.5°, incidence along the [110] azimuth) was as low as possible to prevent diffusion of defects created—thereby enabling comparison to MD simulations—but high enough to prevent adsorption of the ions. For Ar+ (Xe+) we set T = 62 K (T = 115 K) during ion exposure and quenched subsequently to 20 K (105 K) for STM imaging. At 62 K only interstitials, at 115 K additionally single adatoms are mobile. Thus, after Xe+ exposure the adatom features imaged are dimers or...
larger clusters. It has to be noted that due to the convolution with the finite STM tip size the images of adatoms and adatom clusters are exaggerated in extension. For the same reason surface vacancies or small clusters are typically invisible to the STM tip, especially if near adatom clusters. Also lines of vacancies appear just as slight depressions with a width of \( \approx 0.1 \) Å in the surface.

Our MD simulations are performed in a standard way \[18,19\]. The target crystallite has a size of 298 Å along the ion direction, and is 86 Å broad, consisting of 18 Pt(111) layers. The topmost layer ends at 120 Å to form an ascending step. In total, a number of 625 ion trajectories were simulated, which varied in the location of the ion impact point with respect to the step edge. The Pt interatomic interaction is described by a many-body interaction potential \[20\] which is splined at high energies to the ZBL repulsive potential \[21\]. The interaction between the noble-gas ions and the target atoms is modeled to be purely repulsive according to the ZBL potential. All simulations are performed at 0 K; at higher temperatures the length of the trajectories, but not the damage patterns, are changed \[22\]. For the defect analysis, we follow the atom trajectories up to 25 ps.

The STM topograph of Fig. 1(a) displays characteristic impact patterns of 5 keV \( \text{Xe}^+ \). An ion may hit step atoms and induce a thermal spike resulting in a crater surrounded by an adatom rim as in event (1). However, frequently a \( \text{Xe}^+ \) creates a continuous vacancy groove of one- or two-atom width with adatoms nearby as in event (2). For about 15% of all impacts the vacancy groove extends over more than 200 Å as for event (3). For \( \text{Ar}^+ \), Fig. 1(b), a similar diversity of impact patterns is found, but continuous vacancy grooves are never observed. The ion trail is formed by aligned adatoms as in event (4), while the created vacancy clusters are mostly invisible to STM. \( \text{Ar}^+ \) trails may be considerably longer than \( \text{Xe}^+ \) trails.

The MD simulations exemplified by Figs. 1(c)–1(f) show that the key process for the formation of the trail patterns as in events (2) to (4) is subsurface channeling of the ion underneath the first (or sometimes second) layer of atoms. The ion trajectory uses a surface step to enter a channel parallel to the surface plane and performs an oscillatory motion in the channel around its axis.

Figure 1(f) demonstrates that the \( \text{Ar}^+ \) creates adatoms whenever it hits the surface layer from below. In a similar, but less obvious, manner \( \text{Xe}^+ \) sputters atoms primarily when the ion is close to the surface layer, Fig. 1(d); however, this ion removes atoms continuously from the surface layer. Note also that the oscillation amplitude of the \( \text{Xe}^+ \) trajectory is significantly reduced compared to that of \( \text{Ar}^+ \). While the smaller \( \text{Ar}^+ \) fits in the Pt surface channel at the energy of 5 keV, the bigger \( \text{Xe}^+ \) permanently gives energy to the surface atoms and hence produces a continuous groove. According to our simulations presented in Fig. 2, the (elastic) stopping force, i.e., the average energy loss per unit length \( dE/dx \), of a well-channeled \( \text{Xe}^+ \) exceeds that of an \( \text{Ar}^+ \) by almost 1 order of magnitude. Therefore, in addition to adatom production as for \( \text{Ar}^+ \), channeled \( \text{Xe}^+ \) ions cause a huge amount of sputtering.

While bulk channeling is characterized by no or little damage formation before the ion dechannels, subsurface channeling, by contrast, makes itself felt by continuous or regularly spaced damage on the surface. This apparent contradiction is explained by the size of the energy barriers which have to be overcome to produce permanent damage: While in the bulk atoms need to be displaced with considerable energy through the surrounding cage of nearest neighbors to escape from their original site, surface atoms
are pushed with little effort onto the surface. For Pt, the bulk displacement energy is 34 eV [23], whereas the surface displacement energy amounts to only 2.3 eV [24].

The simulation data of the stopping force of channeled ions (Fig. 2) show a clear dependence on ion species and energy, which explains why surface-vacancy groove formation is observed only in a narrow energy window. The data have been taken for $^{133}_{54}$Xe$^+$ ions moving in the $\frac{1}{2}110 \langle 100 \rangle$ channel along the channel axis by measuring their average elastic energy loss per unit length; we verified that a small tilt towards the channel axis, such as when the projectile is inserted via a surface step into the channel, has negligible influence on the energy loss. Note that only the elastic (nuclear) energy loss has been included here; we assume that inelastic (electronic) energy loss will shorten the ion trajectory, but not influence the damage production process. Stopping substantially decreases with ion energy up to ion energies of around 10 keV. This decrease is due to an increase in the channel width with ion energy, cf. Fig. 4 below; this increases the wavelength of channeled ions in the channel and reduces the number of ion-wall collisions. Indeed, our experiments show that for Xe energies beyond 10 keV no continuous vacancy grooves are formed in the initial, high energy parts of the trails.

Simulation shows that the length of the channeled trajectory depends on the exact entry position of the ion at the step edge and on thermal fluctuations of the lattice. During channeling, the ion may switch to a neighboring channel of the same orientation ("cross channeling"; see Fig. 1(c)); when it eventually dechannels by a violent collision with a target atom, a larger amount of damage is created on the surface. For 5 keV, channeled trajectories with lengths of up to 400 Å (Xe) and 1000 Å (Ar) are observed in the experiments.

Event 3 in Fig. 1(a) demonstrates that the number of adatoms produced to the left of the ion trajectory, $A_{\text{left}}$, strongly exceeds that produced to the right, $A_{\text{right}}$. A strong adatom production asymmetry is also observed in the MD simulation events shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(e). We present in Fig. 3 the distribution $f(A)$ of the asymmetry $A$ defined as

$$A = \frac{A_{\text{right}} - A_{\text{left}}}{A_{\text{right}} + A_{\text{left}}}.$$ (1)

Since, in experiment, only the events with a continuous vacancy groove allow an unambiguous determination of "left" and "right" defect production, the asymmetry is evaluated for Xe$^+$ only. For the experimental distribution we refer to the number of adatom clusters, as the exact number of atoms in a cluster cannot be resolved. The experimental average is $\bar{A} = -0.15$ and simulation gives $\bar{A} = -0.36$. In both cases, left-sided adatom production is clearly preferred; the deviations between the distributions may be partly due to the different counting strategies, and to the finite temperatures in experiment. A similar asymmetry is also found for other $\theta$ in the subsurface channeling regime.

To uncover the origin of the asymmetry we calculated the shape of the channel for the moving Xe$^+$ using the
face damage by ion bombardment at grazing incidence.
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